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 This is the first magazine of the 2009/10 subscription year, so please ensure 
that you renew your subscription if you have not already done so – thank you. The 
last year has been a difficult one financially for the Society as, not only did we loose 
our sponsorship for the Gathering, due to the economic downturn, but our sales are 
also significantly down due to a number of reasons including the fact that we have 
not been able to get our sales stall around as much as we have in the past – your 
Committee needs help in certain ways and your support would be much appreciated 
– if you feel that you could help in any way, please lets us know by emailing/writing 
to the Secretary. The annual accounts will be accompanying this issue and have 
greater details of the figures for the year.
 As you may be aware there have been significant changes recently in the 
management structure at Leyland Trucks. Jim Sumner, the former Managing Director, 
has left and gone to the Optare Group. His place has been taken by  Mrs Andrea 
Paver who has worked at Leyland Trucks since 2007, having worked for Paccar in a 
number of roles prior to this, since 1995. David Sherliker, the HR Director, has left 
and been replaced by Alan Tonge, also the new Chief Engineer is Denis Culloty and  
the Operations Director is now Peter Zak.
 In this issue we continue with our celebration of 50 years since the start of 
regular production of the Atlantean, with Part 3 looking at some of the problems 
surrounding the model, this time being written by Alan Townsin, in fact, we must 
thank Alan for his continued and energetic support to our magazine, covering 
numerous topics in a very knowledgeable way. I would also like to thank the many 
other regular and ad hoc correspondents to the magazine, which help to make the 
content so lively and interesting.
 Two topics raised in Food For Thought have had such a good response that it 
has been decided to write full articles about them – the Galion Graders, which Allan 
Condie will tackle, and I will have a go at writing about the Olympics etc, that went 
to Cuba so, watch this space….!
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Membership Renewals, 2009/10
 These were due on the 1st August 2009 and if you have not already renewed 
would you please do so as soon as possible. This will be the last issue of Leyland 
Torque that you will receive in respect of non-renewals and your prompt attention to 
this would be most helpful – thank you.
Leyland Society AGM, Sunday 8th November 2009
          Notice is given of the 2009 AGM so please ensure that this is in your diary. It 
is to be held at the usual venue, the Museum of British Road Transport, Hales Street, 
Coventry starting at 1.00pm in the Bettman Room. At the 2008 AGM we had a 
higher number of members than usual attend and to hear the magnificent talk given 
to us by Malcolm Margetts and a summary of his talk appears in the Leyland Society 
Journal No.11. We don’t have a talk planned yet but hope to come up with some 
entertainment!  Please do come and join us, you would be most welcome. Light 
refreshments (cup of tea/coffee/biscuits) will be served “on the house”. Roger 
Richardson of Richardson Travel (Society member) is planning to run a coach from 
the Midhurst area to the AGM at a price of £15 for members - 01730 813304.
From the Chairman
 We have the sad duty to express our condolences to Vice President, John 
Bishop and Evelyn on the loss of their son, and also to our Treasurer, David Berry, 
upon the loss of Anita.
11th Leyland Society Gathering at Leyland, 11th/12th July 2009
          This year’s Leyland Gathering formed part of the Leyland Transport Festival 
which was held over the weekend of 11/12th July. During the weekend, events were 
held in Leyland town centre, around the British Commercial Vehicle Museum and at 
our Gathering site. We had another new location for our Gathering this year as our 
usual site at Leyland Trucks’ Assembly Plant car park was not available to us. With 
the help of the Organising Committee of the Transport Festival we were able to use 
the former Leyland Motors Farington Works site, which is on the north side of 
Leyland town centre. The Farington site is where the majority of members’ vehicles 
would have originally been assembled and from about 1941 the BX building used to 
be the main assembly hall until the new Assembly Plant was opened in 1980. Sadly, 
little remains of the BX building and the remainder of the site is scheduled for 
redevelopment in the near future and so we were fortunate to be allowed a last 
nostalgic visit for members and vehicles. The majority of the rally site area was 
where the ‘Comet Shop’ used to stand,  latterly used as a major machining and 
assembly shop for axles and gearboxes fitted to Leyland products.
 Members’ vehicles assembled at Farington Works during the morning of the 
Saturday of the weekend and took part in a parade of vehicles lead by the Leyland 
Constructor-based Popemobile which in recent years had previously only been seen 
as a static display inside the British Commercial Vehicle Museum. The parade, which 
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included both vehicles and other Societies from the local area, went from the 
Farington site into the town centre, where the vehicles were parked along Hough 
Lane (which was closed for the occasion) for the residents of Leyland to inspect and 
admire. There were so many vehicles that additional parking was provided for 
vehicles in Thurston Road and Sumner Street. Large crowds all around the town 
centre greeted the arrival of the vehicles, many of whom stayed in the town until the 
end of the afternoon to see the vehicles depart again.
 The Society Gathering took place, as usual, on the Sunday of the same 
weekend and for a change the weather forecast was accurate and in our favour!  
Heavy rain on Saturday evening resulted in large puddles on the rally site but the 
grey sky soon cleared and the sun came out to greet the assembling vehicles. A very 
good turnout of 25 lorries and 37 buses attended the event this year and thanks must 
go to the owners for bringing their vehicles despite the economic downturn. As well 
as our regular attendees, this year we had two members who brought their vehicles 
across the North Sea from Holland, bringing an ex-Warrington open-topped PD2 
and an ex-British Army Sherpa. The Ribble Vehicle Preservation Trust are celebrating 
90 years of Ribble this year and entered a total of 10 ex-Ribble buses and coaches 
which were displayed all together. The Trust also provided the usual bus service 
from the town centre to the rally site during the day using some of their preserved 
fleet. Leyland Trucks exhibited some of their current products including the range-
topping XF105 artic tractor unit and the LF which is available with a factory-fitted 
box body as we reported in a previous issue of Torque. The Mayor of Leyland visited 
the Gathering in the afternoon. He took a great interest in the vehicles as he toured 
the exhibits, talked to vehicle owners and presented them with a small memento. 
 Photos of most of the vehicles can be found on the Society website but if you 
have any others please send them into the webmaster who will add them to the 
already growing record of the event.

This group of lorries attending the Society Gathering highlights the developments made 
by Leyland in both the design of vehicles and comfort for the driver. The mouth organ cab 
fitted to the Octopus looks modern and stylish in comparison with the 1930s Hippo in the 
middle of the group.                       (Gary Dwyer)
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 It’s been a challenging last 12 months for us here at Leyland Trucks. We have 
transitioned from a plant producing a record volume of DAF trucks on two shifts 
(more than 24,000 vehicles last year) to one with significantly scaled back volume, 
producing on one shift.
 It would be easy to look at this recession and its impact on our industry, and 
on our plant, and take the doom and gloom view – why us?  Well, we’re not doing 
that – not at all. Just as you would expect, this is Leyland Trucks at its best!   We 
continue to produce the entire award winning DAF model range; the LF, CF and XF. 
We produce right and left hand configurations and export to over 40 countries world-
wide. This year we will also kit over 150 LFs for export to our plant in Mexico 
through our CKD operation.
 We have recently launched Euro 5, providing more fuel efficient, 
environmentally friendly models to the market place and have an on-going Hybrid 
field trial in the UK and the Netherlands. We are still the only original equipment 
manufacturer to design, assemble and install factory built bodies directly onto chassis 
on the assembly line. Recently we opened up a re-engineering centre, helping to 
convert stock vehicles into desired customer specifications, while at the same time 
improving the skills of our workforce. We’ve opened up an in-house Product and 
Technology Centre, showcasing the best of PACCAR products, technology and 
services and expect to have more than 1,000 dealers and customers visit the factory 

Leyland Trucks built,  DAF XF105, 44 tonnes, with Paccar MX 12.9 litre 510hp engine
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by year end. We have launched a Product and Technology Roadshow and this 
provides an opportunity to take a customized Hybrid - bodied LF to every UK dealer 
this summer to demonstrate the Hybrid and body technology available in order to 
assist them with their sales drive. 
 In the last 12 months we’ve set all kinds of records for Leyland and PACCAR; 
record quality, truck hours and inventory turns, all important indicators of the 
continuously improving efficiency of our processes. Leyland has won the IMechE 
Manufacturing Excellence Awards for Best Overall and Best in Customer Focus, this 
follows on from similar success at the awards in 2008. We have recently won the 
Queen’s Award for Enterprise in International Trade. DAF trucks have also been 
recognized in the marketplace with the XF winning the ‘Best Truck Ever’ and the 
CF85 recently winning ‘Truck of the Year’ for the ninth time. We’ve completed our 
first year as the first manufacturing plant to achieve and maintain Zero Waste to 
Landfill status.
 So, while the economy continues to wreak havoc throughout the world, we’re 
managing and performing at our absolute best. We can only do that with, and through 
our employees. From the moment I first started working here at Leyland in February 
2007, I noticed the ‘feel’ of this plant. I’ve been into hundreds of manufacturing 
plants in my time, but there’s only two that I’ve noticed have this ‘feel’, and Leyland 
is one of them.
 The ‘feel’, is the soul of the plant. It’s the spirit, the atmosphere, the culture, 
the can-do attitude, the teamwork, the ‘we’re all in this together’. I’m sure that those 
of you that have worked here over the years know exactly what I’m describing. Well, 
that attitude is alive and well  even in today’s dark business environment. 

Leyland Trucks built,  DAF LF45, 7.5 tonnes, with Paccar FR 4.5 litre 160 hp engine, with 
body by Leyland Trucks
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 Leyland Society member, Tony Hall spent the Christmas 2008 and New Year 
period in Malta  and took these enclosed photographs, all taken last December at the 
bus terminus in Floriana which is adjacent to Valletta City Centre.

Tiger Cub – DBY 378 (YTD 290D) new to Darwen Corporation and then to Blackburn. It 
has an East Lancs  body and came to Malta in 1981

Leopard – EBY 543 (LUG 524P)? new to West Yorks PTE. It has a Plaxton Derwent body, 
came to Malta in 1990
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 There could have been other Leylands but many vehicles on Malta have been 
heavily rebuilt over the years or before entry into service.  I send you these 
photographs because the subjects actually look like what they are supposed to.  
Recent “imports” have been open top Titans from the Big Bus fleet – 5 are in service 
on the sightseeing tours.

Tiger – LCY 946 (J260 MFP) new (I think) to Pullman Crofty. It has a Paramount 3200 
body and came to Malta in 1995

Lynx – DBY 398 (F211 YHG) and DBY 315 (G168 EOG) new to Preston (398) and West 
Midland Travel (315). They came to Malta in late 2007.
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 Here for your enjoyment are nine photographs of Leyland lorries serving the 
Brewery Trade. This is the third in the series of “album style” photographs, which is 
designed to keep up the lorry content of the magazine as it is always difficult to 
maintain a balance. It is intended to cover as many topics as possible, keeping a 
theme to each issue. If you have any requests, or queries about any of the vehicles, 
please write to, or preferably email the editor. Even better, if you have some photos 
relating to a particular topic, and would care to share them with us, we would be 
pleased to see them.

Above – Hammond’s Fountain Brewery, Bradford operated this TG1 ‘Bison’ KW 8965 
(Chassis 66304) seen here delivering to the Beldon Hotel, Bradford. Note the Drayman’s 
working apparel which includes a full length apron worn over his uniform and boots with 
knee high gaiters. The cobbled street, tramlines and ornate poles which support the tram 
overhead cables make this an evocative street scene of the mid 1930s.  (BCVMT L009057)

Opposite, top – Taylor Walker's ‘Octopus’ DXP 698 (Chassis 16765) is seen here being 
loaded with crates of bottled beer. It is reported that the body builder was Lamboll who must 
have also built the cab to allow for a body of specific length to be fitted to carry a specific 
number of crates. Note this cab has shorter depth quarter light and first panel between door 
and scuttle and the cab door is square at the bottom which suggests a slightly taller cab, the 
driver also has a split screen and all the side windows have radiused corners! There is some 
doubt as to the model of this Octopus – does any reader have any definate information?          
                          (BCVMT L020481)
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This TSG1 ‘Bison’ (Chassis 66314) was new in August 1930 to Samuel Smith, The Old 
Brewery, Tadcaster, and carries the Lancashire registration TF 2954. The ‘Bison’ model 
was short lived, introduced as a 4 tonner, it was uprated to 4½ tons before production 
ceased.            (BCVMT L008476)
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Still going strong for Claytons in October 1948 was this Leyland Model M (bevel rear axle, 
18 bonnet louvres) 4 tonner, built 27 years earlier in 1921. It had by then been converted to 
pneumatics and had received a new cab.        (BCVMT  L036394)

What a fine picture of a lorry and drag! FGU 524 was a TSC8 ‘Beaver’ (Chassis 300519) 
which was new to Brandons Putney Brewery in August 1938. Brandons had been owned by 
Mann, Crossman & Paulin Ltd. since 1920. It is in MCP livery.                        (A. Ingram)
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September 1937 at the entrance to Worden Park is Border Breweries (Wrexham) Ltd new 
TSC12 ‘Beaver’ (Chassis 9137) registered AUN 608. Better known as Border Ales, they ran 
from 1834 until taken over by Marstons in 1984.                                     (BCVMT L020305)

We are not sure if this ‘Cub’ is an SKZ1 or SKZ3 model as there was on 22in. of difference 
in the wheelbase. ACY 430 was new around June 1936 but is seen photographed much later 
in life operating out of Worthingons, Swansea depot.         (Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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Greene King of Bury St. Edmunds remained faithful to Leyland post-war. Here we see 
12B.1 ‘Beaver’ AGV 976 (Chassis 471710 Line No. 126) new in August 1947. Note the 
blanked off headlight apertures, these items were in short supply.         (BCVMT L034157)

Pictured is one of the first production CO.1 ‘Comet’ at work. New to T. Ramsden & Son 
Ltd., Stone Trough Brewery, Halifax. ACP 649 (Chassis 473005 Line No.5) was new in 
February 1948.           (BCVMT L034410)
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David Powell’s 
account of the 
Atlantean in the 
last issue of Torque, 
though interesting, 
barely contains a 
critical word. The 
Atlantean’s place 
in bus history, as 
Britain’s first rear-
engined bus to be 
put into large-scale 
production, is beyond 
challenge, but it 
took far too long 

for the serious faults in original production form to be accepted and properly 
corrected in the final AN68 form we should not ignore the problems and failures. 
 The first operator to put Atlanteans into service was Wallasey Corporation, 
starting on 8th December 1958. By the time their 30 had all entered service in 1961, 
I had joined the technical press full-time and from time to time I would phone Geoff 
Harding, the general manager there, whom I knew through a mutual friend, regularly 
to hear of a sequence of faults, the most dramatic a failure of engine mountings 
causing a whole power unit to drop to the road. That sort of thing, though serious, 
could fairly simply be put right but there were more chronic problems.
 Ribble was another early user, with 95 Atlantean buses within 12 months in 
1959-60 as well as the first 15 ‘Gay Hostess’ coaches. Overheating and transmission 
problems proved so severe on bus duty that there was a reversion to the front-engined 
Titan PD3, of which 131 were added to the fleet in 1961-63. The other best-known 
Leyland user within the BET group, Southdown, avoided the Atlantean altogether, 
also favouring the PD3 for its famous ‘Queen Mary’ buses through most of the 
1960s. The Scottish Bus Group, generally a massive buyer of Leylands of most 
types, not least double-deckers, was another big name to shun the Atlantean.
 There were widespread complaints from other operators of various kinds, not 
only of faults but a lack of corrective action. It is also significant that the Daimler 

Above – Some of the earliest Atlanteans purchased by an independent operator went to J 
Laurie (Chieftain), Hamilton who had two. This is the first, chassis 593130, line no.511, 
with Met-Camm. H44/33F body, new in 8/60.                               (Roy Marshall)
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Fleetline, outwardly similar and itself not fault-free, was soon outselling the Atlantean 
despite appearing later. Partly this was due to the Gardner engine’s outstanding fuel 
economy, but operators reported a more sympathetic attitude from that firm’s 
management, in those days competing directly with Leyland.
 The Atlantean had changed little when London Transport made initial moves 
to introduce rear-engined double-deckers. AEC and Park Royal involvement in the 
rear-engined Routemaster project was shut down by Leyland, by then in charge of 
those concerns, although one example had been completed in 1966 before this took 
effect. That too needed development but it was a far more up-to-date concept. 

 But, it was decided at top level that the Atlantean was to be put forward and 
50 largely standard examples were supplied in 1965-6, becoming LT’s XA class. On 
central bus routes chosen for comparative running they were soon in trouble. One 
such route, the 76, ran past the Bus & Coach office in Stamford Street, where I was 
by then editor, and on one occasion there were two stopped within sight of our 
window, both with rear engine cover open, steam rising and a growing pool of oil 
beneath!  I was told by K G Shave, LT’s chief mechanical engineer (road services), 
that he’d have liked to sell all 50 off almost immediately had they not been the only 
examples in the fleet of the layout by then accepted for the future. When LT did 
decide on more buses of this layout the order went to the Fleetline, although 
admittedly that brought its own headaches.
           Only limited changes were made to the Atlantean until the AN68 version was 
announced in February 1972. In my review of it in the B&C supplement of Motor 
Transport, I remarked on the lack of basic change to the concept. What had been 
done was to eliminate the sources of heat build-up, in particular with what was called 

Demonstrator, 46 LTB, PDR1/1 chassis 590548, line no.64, again with Met-Camm 
highbridge body, went to Ireland in 1960, being re-registered UI 8616 for Lough Swilly as 
their no.87                   (Mike Sutcliffe)
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the fully charged fluid coupling, causing the oil within it, the epicyclic gearbox and 
the angle-drive box, to circulate between these units dispersing sources of severe 
local overheating. At last the Atlantean design eliminated what had been known to 
be its main weakness for over a dozen years. Not before time it became probably the 
best bet for reliable service, but by then both Volvo and Scania had been given a 
foothold in the British double-deck bus market.
 It is true that some of the biggest operators needed to change their ideas too, 
notably in realising that power-operated doors and heating systems with extensive 
plumbing needed regular scrutiny. Some did much better than others, Maidstone & 
District coming to mind as among the most successful with early Atlanteans – 
significantly, this also applied to the Leyland Panther, apt to be regarded as not the 
easiest of the first-generation rear-engined single-deckers to maintain.

Silver Star, another independent, took four early examples of the lowbridge version of the 
PDR1/1 with bodywork by Weymann, the second of which had coach seats. All four are seen 
here at the Porton Down premises shortly before the take over. These eye-catching buses 
from the magnificent Silver Star fleet did not deserve their later lives, going virtually into 
oblivion!                                                 (Mike Sutcliffe)
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168.   Galion Graders and 169. Cuban Olympics
 A good deal of information has been received on both of these topics so it has 
been decided to include them in future issues as full length articles. If you have any 
further comments or photographs please write to the editor so that we can make the 
articles as comprehensive as possible.
170.   Lydney-bodies with “Leyland” fronts  (Torque Nos.43 & 44)
 Geoff Lumb asked if the four Arab UF coaches supplied to South Midland in 
late 1952 incorporated parts supplied by Leyland. Alan Townsin is inclined to confine 
this thought to the windscreen assembly as, given the overall, wheelbase and 
overhang dimensions being pretty well common it would be easy to make them look 
generally similar. However, many details suggest that the detail design and many of 
the other parts were not common. The side window assemblies were quite different, 
for example, and not merely that they incorporated top-sliding opening windows but 
the pillar formation was quite different. Producing curved glass was expensive and, 
as so often so, there was a strong case for using an existing design. These would have 
been a specialist supplier’s job and even the complete job in its frame may well have 
been bought-in by Leyland from a firm such as Auster, making such items for many 
concerns, and I think the whole item was probably common to both vehicle types.
171.   An unusual Titan PD1  (Torque Nos.43 & 44)
 Harold Peers comments - There is no doubt that the body on RA1, as depicted 
in the photo in Torque No.44, was by Roe   and thinks there is little doubt that this is 
the case. The early stages of the double-deck rebodying programme begun by Ribble 
in 1946 seemed indiscriminate. One would have expected that the (presumably) teak 
framed Roe bodied vehicles would have been in the first tranche of buses treated but, 
as it was, the entire batch received new highbridge bodies by Burlingham and were 
back in service by August 1947. Second-hand bodies off Ribble TD4s were, of 
course, also fitted to other new chassis, including Daimlers in the fleet of Hartness 
of Penrith.  It seems likely that these were also acquired from Millburn Motors, who 
may have demounted the bodies on behalf or Ribble. Mike Fenton and Alan Townsin 
also concur with Harold on this.   
172.  Cheetah mystery  (Torque No.43)
 Alan Townsin comments that it rather sounds as if there were sufficiently near to 
full sets of Cheetah parts still at Kingston works at the end of the 1939-45 war to build 
up into complete vehicles with the chassis numbers 202796/8-800 – He suspects that 
the Comet engine was a later conversion as he doubts if any were ready for a vehicle 
bodied in 12/47. The LZ4 (quoted for 202799) was a short-wheelbase variant and LZ5 
full length, with the A suffix signifying a minor difference in the brake system.

Note – Item No 174 is out of order so as to make the paragraphs fit complete pages.
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173.  Leyland Fire Engine   (Torque No.44)
 The chassis number was 461000 and it was not despatched from Leyland 
until September 1948. Listed as an OPD1/1 it was in fact built up using parts to 
OPD2/1 specification and would appear to have a longer wheelbase than the standard 
ladders – it should be 17’6”!  Merryweather continued to produce the 100ft Steel 
Turntable Ladder to the same design as the wartime TD7s well into the 1950s when 
a new design was launched. For domestic use the chassis had normal lorry type cabs, 
but exports to Australia (on AEC Regent chassis) and the Auckland Leyland had 
open half-cabs like the wartime ones. Incidentally AEC fire engine chassis were 
assembled at the Maudslay works at Alcester.

        Malcolm Wilford 
points out that it is an 
OPD1A, chassis no. 
461000, line no.164, 
date of leaving Ley-
land not known. One 
point of interest is 
that if you consider the 
line number, it is from 
the middle of a batch 
of OPD1As for Ar-
gentina with otherwise 
consecutive numbers, 
so was it “diverted”?  

Since he had a very recent enquiry about it, he thinks it does still exist.
 Peter Greaves wonders if this was a development chassis, which Merryweather 
got on the cheap. Alan Townsin also confirms that the chassis of the 1948 machine 
for Auckland has the typical PS or PD look of the period but wonders what engine it 
might have had. A 7.4-litre seems unlikely – Leyland was not keen to export a unit 
due to be phased out fairly soon – but fire brigades in British-influenced countries 
might well still have favoured petrol engines, not necessarily of Leyland make. (7.4 
litre engines were not exported to Australia and New Zealand as the OPS1 and OPD1 
chassis had 8.6 litre engines – The customers ‘down under’ awaited the O.600. So, if it 
exists, can any reader find out what power unit this interesting vehicle has? –  ATC)

175.  Leyland Titan TD1, Seating and Weights   (Torque No.44)
          Although the 48-seat version could be expected to be marginally lighter than 
51, in practice both seemed to be common in early TD1 days, when the unladen 
weight limit was very tight writes Alan Townsin.

176.   Ex Dundee Corp, Leyland Lion PLSC   (Torque No.44)
          Alan can’t recall seeing an engine from a PLSC Lion dismantled, it seems likely 
to be as John Aherne recalls – even the Rackham designed overhead camshaft 
engines (both the Leyland version designed in 1926 and the AEC one of 1928) had 
a similar arrangement.
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174.  George Rodger (Motherwell) Ltd.  (Torque No.44)
 More interesting revelations 
have come to light regarding this 
firm. 73 Robertson Street, Glasgow, 
is a 5 storey red sandstone building 
with side to Robertson Lane. It was 
built 1901 for Robert Buchanan & 
Co, Carting Contractors. The 
original buildings on this site (71-
73) were destroyed by fire in 1900. 
It was stated that one resident was 
London Scottish Haulage Ltd. in 
1952. The address of George Rodger 
(Motherwell) Ltd. was said to be:-  
c/o London School Transport Ltd,  
73 Robertson Street,  Glasgow  –  
could this be an error?  Did the 
original use of the building have 
any significance and who else 
occupied it in 1952?  This may give 

us a clue as to the intentions of George Rodger in purchasing a total of 33 Leyland 
PSVs. The Leyland build sheets show Leyland Titan PD2/12s chassis 512988 – 
512994 as being ordered by George Rodger. Also, Malcolm Wilford advises that 
George Rodger ordered a total of 23 Leyland Comets and One Leyland Octopus 
between 1951-55. What was this outfit up to?   Does anyone have any further 
information please? Hutchison's GVD 366  was one of the Leyland coach bodied 
Royal Tigers intended for George Rodger   (Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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178.   Wells Engines   (Torque No.44)
          Another photograph has turned up at CA Wells’ Engines premises, taken in 
October 1936 – who were they and where did they come from?  Can any reader tell 
us anything about the various lorries?

179.   Mystery Leyland Six-wheeler?
          Can any reader please tell us anything about this Leyland?  The date is 27th 
March 1939, clearly just after the chassis was built and the picture was found in the 
archive of BCVMT (L023535).

(BCVMT  L018471)
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Pages 16-23 of Leyland Torque No.42. included an article on G J Rackham and the “Titan” 
Lowbridge body by Malcolm Thwaite. Alan Townsin responded as below but there has not 
been room to include his comments until now.
 Malcolm Thwaite has discovered a fascinating extra layer to an already 
complex story. There may be a clue in the date of Rackham’s US patent application 
as assignor for Yellow Coach Mfg Co, October 15th 1924. That was about two months 
after the bus-building activities of Fifth Avenue Coach Co were sold to Yellow Coach 
Mfg Co as part of the formation of The Omnibus Corporation, initially bringing the 
Fifth Avenue concern and Chicago Motor Coach Co into one organisation, with big 
plans for a chain of bus operations in several cities that were never achieved. 
 In practice Fifth continued building its L-type buses until 1926, perhaps 
on existing contracts, but it looks as if Rackham promptly got busy on low-height 
double-deck body designs. Thinking in terms of several alternative new designs 
based on one idea was characteristic of Rackham though this is the earliest such case 
I’ve come across.
 Fifth Avenue had already become linked to a plan to run buses in Detroit 
where there were numerous railroad overpasses, by no means uncommon in the US, 
and hence needing a low-height double-decker – it was also decided to run some in 
its own fleet, leading a year or so later to L-type No.880, as shown on page 19 of 
Torque No.42 – a mirror is handy for comparing the rear view to that of the early 
Titan body. Clues that the internal layout of No.880 was much as in the main patent 
drawing can be found in the photos, slightly easier to see in an original print of the 
front view I have. From first seeing those photos quite a few years ago, I was struck 
by the similarity of the appearance in both front and rear views of the upper deck 
of No.880 to the equivalent parts of what Leyland called a standard “Titan” open-
staircase body as fitted to early TD1 buses. To find that both were indeed the work 
of the same man seems like a kind of poetic justice.
 The apparent delay of about a year in building that bus suggests that some 
obstacle to progress had intervened, and then the very odd duplication of the main 
features in the patent application made by Michael J Forrester on September 15th 
1925. Was Fifth Avenue trying to re-assert a degree of independence at the time 
when Yellow Coach Mfg was being merged with the truck-building part of General 
Motors?  Maybe there was some misunderstanding, compounded by a lack of 
vigilance in the US Patent Department in not spotting the duplication. It would be 
good to discover more.
 However, rather than getting too immersed in the complexities of these 
relationships, I’m intrigued by the details of Rackham’s patent document. The 
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vertical cross-section drawing accompanying his application is unusually elaborate 
for such a purpose in being a very detailed three-dimensional drawing of the body 
design, sliced somewhere a little ahead of the rear axle. At the very least Rackham 
must have checked precisely what it showed. 

 A little item not related to the 
invention is what appears to be a form 
of heating for lower-deck passengers 
running along the edge of the floor – a 
pipe, perhaps part of the exhaust system, 
running inside a casing perforated at 
intervals. 
(The drawings shown here are taken 
from the Parts List book for a Leyland 
Tiger TS1 and show the exhaust 
system in detail, with two pipes, one 
each side, used to heat the saloon. 
Neil Steele has kindly brought these 
to our notice. Please refer to page 18 
of Torque No.38 where you can see 
the saloon heaters in the wrecked 
prototype TS1.)  
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 This kind of detail is very unusual among patent application drawings, 
normally drawn in as simple a form as possible so as to be considered applicable to 
designs which may vary in detail but use the same fundamental feature, it being the 
idea that it is being protected from unauthorised copying. 
 Had a prototype body been built by or for Yellow (very possibly by Fifth 
Avenue in its workshops in New York, 700 miles or so from Chicago, perhaps even 
supervised by Forrester), but then kept under wraps for nearly a year?
 Fulfilment at Leyland  –  Move on to May 1st 1926, and Rackham takes up 
his post at Leyland, probably with his ideas on new models already pretty clear in 
his mind. In regard to what became the Titan body, an entry in the Chief Engineer’s 
Department to the Leyland General Manager’s Report for the four weeks to 28th 
July 1926 (remember, these are reports to the GM) is worth quoting in full, the 
exact words with fresh meaning in the light of the above. News of the granting of 
the body patent on 15th June 1926 would have just reached him and this might have 
re-awakened the same train of thought. By then he may well have seen Fifth Avenue 
bus No.880 and been able to review its good and bad points.
           “The preparation of designs of various types of bodies for the six-cylinder type 
chassis are also well advanced, and in connection with the double-deck vehicle, 
instructions have been given to the Patent Agents to obtain the British Patent Rights 
for this type of construction. The design which has been got out is on the same lines 

Redwing of Redcar, taken over by United Automobile Services in January 1930, ran 5 
TD1s with “Titan” bodies, No.41, VN 207, seen in May 1929 prior to delivery with its open 
staircase.           (BCVMT L006173)
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as that adopted by the Yellow Coach Company of Chicago who hold the American 
Patents. These people conceded the Foreign Rights to the Chief Engineer, Mr 
Rackham, who did not then take out the necessary patents to cover this concession”. 
What an admission! – yet in 1924 perhaps it seemed too remote to be worth 
pursuing. 

 Construction of the prototype Titan body began in December 1926, the vehicle 
being completed in March 1927. There were ongoing doubts about the acceptability 
of the body layout, both within Leyland and among some operators but when the bus 
had spells in service in several places the public seemed to have less difficulty than 
foreseen. The question of the patent rights was not settled until the September 1927 
GM Report, when it was reported that it had been decided to purchase the patent 
rights from GMC who were asking £1,000 for the rights of manufacture in Great 
Britain and France. Forrester’s name is not mentioned but clearly that was how it 
was done.
 Something to be remembered in considering events over 80 years ago is the 
lack of modern facilities for rapid travel, communication or of course what can be 
done with computers. Also I don’t think it entirely fair to be over-critical of the 
lowbridge bus as it came to be understood in Britain, for it served a genuine need. 
In some areas there were far more low bridges, unsuitable for buses of over about 
13ft 6in high, than applied later. There were more railway branch lines and many 
industrial railways, such as those serving collieries, long since shut down. Yet I do 
remember occasionally finding room for only half of my behind on a nominally 
four-seat upper-deck bench already occupied by three burly men in winter overcoats, 
having to support myself with my right leg almost straight, that foot in the dropped 
gangway and right hand holding the handrail!  
 An important merit was the way in which the original Titan proved well 
suited to the busier country routes in areas where double-deckers had never been 
seen, helped in acceptability by its lively and smooth performance, outclassing 
many single-deckers of the time. The 51-seat capacity could not be matched by a 
single-decker until the days of 11-metre length from 1961. The lower build made 
the prospect of travelling less disconcerting to nervous passengers and made such 
buses less affected by cross-winds. It paved the way for double-deck operation being 
far more widespread across the country than in almost any other part of the world, 
something still true today – I regard that as quite a valuable part of the Leyland 
heritage.

 Malcolm Thwaite has also written since the publication of his article – “I 
also have some further news about the Fifth Avenue ‘slatted-top’ low-height double 
decker. Alan Townsin and I have been in regular  touch since my article and our 
discussions have thrown up some fresh insights. It’s now 99% certain that Rackham 
designed it, not Forrester. In addition I think it’s entirely possible that the two men 
sitting on the top deck of Fifth Avenue 436, A type, in Alan’s photo are Rackham, 
with outstretched arm to his ‘slatted-top’ 880 L type, and George A Green.” 
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Richard Rosa found this magnificent postcard and John Bennett kindly supplied the vehicle history of 
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Thanks to John Bennett, Wilf Dodds, Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, Alan 
Lambert, M T P Leatherdale, Eric Ogden, Peter Roberts, Derek Roy, Neil Steele and Alan 
Townsin.

Hillside, Markyate, Leyland Tigers GKN 676 and OUR 14, (Torque 
Nos.43/44)
 Firstly, the Bristol, LRO 981, was a re-registered Westcliff-on-Sea JO5G 
(chassis 233) of 1936 (originally JN 7500) rebodied by Thurgood (645) C35F in 
1950. Now for the complexity which Mike Fenton illustrates – GKN 676, which is 
carrying a c1939 Strachans coach body in the photograph, is recorded as a Tiger 
rebuild on chassis 13777, which should be a Tiger TS7, but isn’t, and must be a 
re-registered TS1 – TS3 Tiger. Also it is recorded as rebodied by Thurgood (641) 
C35F. So, we have an unknown TS1-3 Tiger with a c1937 chassis number, carrying a 
1939 body, a 1943 re-registration and which should have a 1950 Thurgood body but 
hasn’t. Furthermore OUR 14, Tiger TS8, 301577 (formerly Ribble RN 8828) appears 
to be carrying the same Strachans coach body (Torque No.43) transferred presumably 
from GKN 676 when that was withdrawn! Can anyone clarify this confusion? A view 
of GKN 676 carrying a Thurgood body would be helpful!

C. Holt, Rochdale, Leyland Tiger TS4, DK 7886 (Torque Nos.42 - 44)
 Peter Greaves provides new evidence. Firstly, that Chas Holt had rebodied 
most of his fleet with Harrington coach bodies before sale. The Harrington origin 
of the body shown in Torque No.42, which is clearly contemporary with the 1932 
chassis, is thus more suspect and the local supplier, Burlingham, may be responsible. 
Peter also notes that Chas Holt was not a member of the Holts involved with Yelloway, 
who simply purchased his excursion licences.

Hicks, Braintree, No.6, Leyland Tiger TS2, VX 8349 (Torque Nos.43/44)
 Alan Townsin points out that the side view shows it to have been a long-
wheelbase TS2 when new and indeed is shown as such in the PSV Circle list of 
Weymann W series bodies. However, the double-deck rebody cannot be a TS2 as 
there would not be enough room for the rear bulkhead and platform and therefore a 
TS3 or more likely a TD1 chassis could have been used for the rebuild within the VX 
8349 registration identity.

Sheldon & Co, Bury, Leyland Cub SKPZ2, EN 7584 (Torque Nos.43/44)
 The chassis is confirmed as an SKPZ2 with overhead-valve engine. However 
there is still no agreement about the body. One correspondent is adamant that it 
is by Plaxton from their new works. A number of others are certain that it is by 
Burlingham. All agree that it was not rebodied.
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Argosy Coaches, Leyland Tiger TS8, FLM 429 (Torque No.44)
 Our members quickly identified the coach. It was one of a batch of six 
delivered to Grey-Green (Ewer) in 1939 with chassis numbers 301159-64 and 
registered, in chassis order FLH 685/6/4, FLM 429, FLH 687 & FLM 430. The coach 
work was by Harrington of Hove. FLM 429 passed to Harrison & Hole of Peckham 
in 1950, then F W B Smith (Argosy Coaches), Peckham in 1953, who was taken over 
by C W Banfield Ltd of Walworth in 1956.

Grey-Green, Leyland Tiger TS1, GO 1042 (Torque No.44)
 Grey-Green purchased a batch of five Tiger TS1s in 1931, GO 1042-6, 
(chassis 61571/3-6) of which this is the first (and named, apparently ‘XL’). While 
both London Lorries and later Harrington were patronised, this is one of the former. 
John Bennett remarks that the Metropolitan Police controlled licencing of express 
vehicles and insisted on dual-entrance bodies with no other emergency exit, hence 
it is C32D. It was withdrawn in 1940 and taken into the MOWT/WD but did not 
resurface after the War.

Fosterlee (?), Leyland Tiger TS6, HUW 39 (GM 2161) (Torque no.44)
 This was quickly identified as a TS6 (4617) with Duple C31F body new 
to Hunter of Wishaw, Scotland in 1934/5 and registered GM 2161 (as shown in the 
photograph by RL Grieves). Later ownership is more complex as HUW 39 is a 1946 re-
registration and it ran for London operators Laurence of EC1, Rowecastle of SE12 by 
6/49, and Grundon of 
SE9 by 5/54. The 
body? It looks stylish, 
a mid-1930s affair 
so may well be the 
Duple original. The

location?- Alan Lambert 
identifies it as White-
hawk Coach Park in 
Brighton with the 
background of wartime 
‘pre-fabs’ later replaced 
by houses.

Valliant, Ealing, Leyland Lion LT5A, BME 845 or 847 (Torque No.44) 
 This was readily identified as one of two Beadle coach-bodied Lions new to 
Valliant in May 1934 (chassis 3915/7). BME 844/6 were Gilfords with similar bodies.
 Neil Steele contributes the accompanying photograph of a late-1930s Valliant Leyland 
Tiger TS7 from the Surfleet collection with Park Royal bodies. The draughtsmanship 
and sumptuous attention to detail, made coaches of the period , on the ‘right’ chassis, 
unbeatable for some decades in terms of passenger comfort, but precious few now 
survive with original coachwork. It appears to have been photographed on a building 
site which doesn’t appear to be Park Royal’s style. Can its identity and builder be 
established (and also Valliant’s impressive livery)? See top of next page.
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NEW ITEMS, INCLUDING 2 DOUBLE DECKERS 

Leyland Cub, YD 9811
 We have a number of Cubs awaiting identification but this atmospheric view 
of a Somerset-registered Cub by Alan Cross aroused my curiosity with its anomalies. 
A rain-sodden day on 
the ?Devon? coast but 
open bonnet sides, 
driver’s windscreen 
and side windows 
indicate excessive 
heat somewhere. I 
presume the ‘Doone 
Valley’ tour is based 
on R D Blackmore’s 
book ‘Lorna Doone’. 
The car is a London-
registered Ford but what is known about the Cub? (Photo by  Alan B Cross)

J Smith, Oldham, Leyland Tiger PS1, JNC 717
 This column would not be complete without occasional Lancashire 

coachbuilding chic, 
in this case provided 
by Eric Ogden who 
photographed JNC 
in Eccles in July 
1964. Please tell 
us more about this 
unusual coachwork, 
possibly, dare I say, 
one of the ugliest 
bodies ever built?. 
(Photo - Eric Ogden)
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Stevenson, Uttoxeter No. 19, Leyland Titan TD1, GE 7222
 No doubt an ex-Glasgow Titan (or is it a Retriever?!) with an ‘odd’ radiator 
and lowbridge 6-bay body. What is the history here? (Photo by Roy Marshall)

Holder, Charlton-on-Otmoor, Oxon, Leyland Titan TD5, BBE 946
 While looking recently for photographs of the preserved Maidstone TD5 
– Weymann FKO 225 with Holder in 1961 (having gone there to discuss the possible 
purchase of the TD7 EPT 696), the photograph I took of BBE 946 surprised me. Pre-
war Titans with postwar 
Leyland bodies are rare 
– I only know of the 
Plymouth examples 
– because of either the 
quality of late-1930s 
Leyland bodies or 
the unwillingness of 
Leyland to consider 
‘jobbing’ rebodying. 
With the 1930s cab 
excepted, BBE posses a 
marked resemblance to 
the postwar body or is 
this just an illusion? The 
body does appear to have 
received ‘attention’. 
(Photo by Bob Kell)
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 Our recent ‘Tanker’ feature in Torque No.44 brought to light the photograph 
at the head of this article, taken on completion of the vehicle, in November 1949. At 
first glance most would say that this vehicle was built on a Leyland Octopus chassis 
- but it was not!  
 After WWII civil aviation became a steadily growing market. One of the 
direct consequences of the war had been the rapid development of bigger aircraft 
which were able to fly at high altitude with pressurized cabins resulting in the ability 
to fly longer distances which in turn required bigger fuel loads. 
 Thompson Bros. (Bilston) Ltd., had already established a reputation for 
building tankers and refuellers and were well aware that aircraft on the ground were 
not earning money. The brief for the new refueller was for a vehicle which could do 
the job quickly and be of modern streamlined appearance to conform with the image 

Above – Thompson Bros must have thought that the front profile of the Leyland Octopus was 
worth using as a  basis for the front of  their new aircraft refueller, even down to adopting 
the ‘winged’ design of radiator badge. However this one carried the wording Thompson (on 
the left wing) Leyland (quite small in the middle) and Tyne (on the right wing). 
            (BCVMT, L039460)   
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airline operators were trying to give to their customers of a fast efficient service even 
while the aircraft were on the ground. The Tyne was of "frameless" construction, 
fabricated in one complete unit, including pumping chamber and cab. The cab seated 
up to six persons and was fitted with a sliding roof which gave access to the tank top 
walkway. Fully laden the Tyne carried 4,000 gallons and was capable of refuelling 
an aircraft at the rate 400 gallons per minute duly measured, filtered and rendered air 
free. The pumping equipment was by Varley, the two pumps were driven through a 
split transmission  from the constant mesh p.t.o. mounted behind the main gearbox 
each pumping set being capable of independent operation. The p.t.o. operated on all 
5 gearbox ratios, fourth speed being recommended for maximum fuelling output. 
The pumping compartment contained two power operated reels with 120ft of 2in. 
diameter hose or alternatively 95ft of 2½in hose and a 100ft reel of cable used to 
conduct static electricity to earth. Besides being able to refuel aircraft the Tyne could 
also offload fuel from aircraft. 

 The “Tyne” had an unladen weight of 12t. 11cwt. 2qrs. being fully laden at 
25t. 15cwt. 2qrs. it was 30ft. long and 7ft. 6in. wide and used Leyland Octopus 
running units; O.600 engine, gearbox, radiator, front and rear axles and wheels. It is 
now 60 years since this revolutionary refueller was built and put into service.

Four months later, in March 1950,  the “Tyne” is seen in the company of a British Overseas 
Airways Company, Avro York   It is now in the livery of Shell – BP Aviation Service, No.9889.   
The Avro York was said to be a civilian Lancaster, using Lancaster wings and engines etc. 
(BCVMT,  L040137)
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 Two interesting photographs appear on the website of Hunter’s Coaches of 
Loanhead , near Edinburgh, and I have the company’s permission to use them for 
investigation purposes!  Indeed, one of the co-owners would be as interested as I am 
to know more about these vehicles.
 Hunter’s Coaches are now managed by the fourth generation of the family 
business (Ross and Ian). William Hunter founded the business with horse-drawn 
vehicles in 1880, and his place at the helm was taken by another William Hunter in 
1890.  It is great to have a company like this with such continuity - even down to the 
biscuit and brown livery which has apparently been used throughout.
 Motor coaches were first used after the First World War, and the firm 
became “great Leyland fans”. Looking at the vehicles owned during the 1930s, there 
was indeed an interesting collection of Leylands. After the first two Leylands, 
described in more detail below, pride of place must surely fall to UV 9943, another 
rare vehicle which was a Badger TA1 with Park Royal body, new in 1929 to Eva’s 
Coaches of London. SY 4688 was a Cub KP3 new in 1932 to Hunter’s, of which we 
have no body details. VD 1953 was a further KP3 new to Midland Bus Services of 
Airdrie with a Burlingham coach body. UB 9275 was another Cub with a 20-seat 
body new to Hargreaves of Morley (again no body details). WG 1179 was one of the 
Alexander Motors bodied Cub KP3 coaches new to W.Alexander & Sons of Falkirk, 
who also supplied DB 9306, a Tiger TS2 which was new to North Western Road Car 
Co.of Stockport, but later had one of the splendid 1935 Alexander coach bodies 
fitted. DV 5767 was a Lion LT2 with Hall Lewis body new to Devon General and, last 
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but not least, SY 6464 was a new 1938 Tiger TS8, of which we have few further 
details until it was rebodied.
 Set out below are some details of the pre-war Leylands of Hunter, Loanhead, 
though there are one or two gaps as can be seen. SY 6464, the TS8, was rebodied with 
a Duple “A” body as can be seen in the photograph of the fleet line-up in 1950, along 
with three Daimler CVD6s and a Santus bodied AEC Regal.

 

Reg. No. Model Chassis 
No.

Body Seats New Bought Wdn

FY 3017 Leyland N? 
40hp

20049 ? AW32? c/20 1/30 3/33

SY 4236 Leyland TC3 65975 ? C32 7/30 7/30 ?

GM 1610 Leyland TG1 65976 ? Goods? 4/30 ? ?

SY 4688 Leyland  KP3 3275 ? 26s 4/32 4/32 ?

UV 9943 Leyland TA1 65796 * Park Royal C20 9/29 ? /37

DV 5767 Leyland LT2 50916 Hall, Lewis B32 6/30 /36 ?

WG 1179 Leyland KP3 594 Alexander 
Motors

C20F 7/32 3/37 /39 

UB 9275 Leyland KP3 460 ? C20 4/32
by 1/38

by 
6/45

SY 6464 Leyland TS8 17588 ? ? /38 /38 ?

DB 9306 Leyland TS2 60562 Alexander C33F 3/29 by 5/39 /41

VD 1953 Leyland KP3 715 Burlingham C20F 7/32 /39 ?

Note  *  Chassis 65796 unfortunately clashes with a Badger TA4 supplied to Stewarts & 
Lloyds, Brisbane, 2/30

 The photographs mentioned in the introduction are of two extremely 
interesting Leylands. The first is of FY 3017 which was originally thought to be a 
former War Department machine new in 1916, and which passed to Hunter’s from 
Southport & Birkdale Motors in January 1930, allegedly as a goods vehicle, but 
clearly fitted with a coach body, and last licensed in March 1933. 
 FY 3017 is, however, a puzzle!   FY 3004/17 had chassis 20048/49 described as 
40hp.  This implies that they were early rebuilds, at Leyland before Ham Works got 

going.  The photo has two features that suggest that it was not a rebuild - a long 
bonnet with 18 louvres, and possibly a worm back axle (can’t see properly from this 
photo) - therefore more likely to be a post-war model N (with X19/4, 40/50hp 
engine).  The body in the photo is clearly from the 1929-30 period, probably when it 
was converted to pneumatics.  Registration records quote it as a 32 seater (originally?) 
but it is unlikely to have originally had 7 rows of seats, but, who knows?
 This picture is of a very rare vehicle – SY 4236 had a Leyland Beaver TC3 
chassis, and was probably convertible from a goods vehicle in the same way as 
similar commercial vehicles of nearby Boyd’s of Bo’ness (covered in Torque 
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No.18).  The vehicle was new in July 1930.  It had a very elegant but unidentified 
body, possibly by Cadogan or Porteous, both of which built contemporary convertible 
bodies for Boyd’s. The body clearly has Leyland influence with that swoop upwards 
near the back - Burlingham and United built bodies like this to Leyland design.  
 Leyland chassis records show that chassis 65975/76 were a Beaver TC3 and 
a Bison TG1 respectively, sold 4/30 to Wm Hunter, Loanhead “via JW”, probably 
a reference to Joseph Wilkinson of Edinburgh - the successful Leyland dealer around 
this time ( Torque No.43 refers). It is known that they built some PSV bodies and, as 
they were friendly with the Leyland folks, could well have built vehicles to Leyland 
design. Again, pure speculation, but SY 4236 could therefore have had a body by 
Joseph Wilkinson based on the above - they were also heavily involved with 
commercial vehicles, and possibly supplied convertible goods bodies as well. All 
“ifs and buts ...” but nevertheless most intriguing!
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 I was very interested to see the picture of Q723 GHG, the rear-engined Leyland 
Tiger with ECW body.  This is often described as unique, but I believe that two 
chassis were actually produced, the second being dismantled before being bodied.   
Q723 GHG, chassis number 8500750, was bodied by ECW (body number EX68) 
and, as I understand it, demonstrated in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.  It was 
registered in January 1991 by Leyland Motors, and later went to the Leyland DAF, 
Social and Athletic Club.  Q723 GHG’s ECW body was dual doorway to quite a plain 
design with BET standard front screens and ‘tropical’ side windows.  A picture of 
one of the rear-engined Tiger chassis appears at page 120 of the Doggett & Townsin 
ECW 1965 - 1987 book. 
 I was Managing Director of OK Motor Services Limited at Bishop Auckland 
(Director & General Manager after we sold out to the Go-Ahead Group in March 
1995) and, during the summer of 1993, our attention was drawn to Q723GHG, which 
had been acquired by North East Bus Breakers upon the dissolution of the Leyland 
DAF Social and Athletic Club.  The vehicle was inspected by us and we could see 
that it had clearly done very very little mileage.  The chassis appeared almost new 
and the body was in good condition, although rather strangely laid out with the 

The response to the picture appeal for details of Q723 GHG on page 2 of Torque No.42 
was brilliant, to the extent that it had to be published in two parts.  This is the second part, 
written by Charles Marshall, former MD of OK Motor Services.

(MG Doggett)
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centre exit still in place, a toilet compartment just ahead of the exit steps and 22 
Chapman reclining seats somewhat randomly located.  In addition the body was 
fitted with full-depth sliding windows.
 Eventually, we decided to buy Q723 GHG (I can’t remember the price!) and 
we started to prepare the bus for service.  Volvo, who had recently acquired Leyland 
Bus, contacted us and tried to dissuade us from going ahead.  All sorts of reasons 
were quoted  –  lack of product liability cover for the UK (we were happy to take the 
job on at our own risk!); lack of compliance with UK regulations (we were going to 
present the vehicle for C.I.F. and take our chance with the vehicle inspectorate!), 
etc., etc. Eventually, they realised we were going ahead despite whatever they said!
 We took Q723 GHG to our workshops at St Helens Auckland (the former 
depot of F. Lockey & Sons Limited) and let our coachbuilders loose on it.  We took 
out the centre door and replaced it with a standard bay of our own construction.  We 
stripped out the full-depth sliding windows and fitted fixed glasses in their place.  
Their were four roof lights; two with three-way lift up vents and two fixed which, in 
view of the lack of opening windows in our spec, we converted to lift-up vents.  We 
trimmed the painted interior side panels with wood-grain formica taken from ex 
Greater Manchester Atlanteans and Fleetines which were being scrapped at Norths 
of Sherburn-in-Elmet and, from the same source, we obtained sufficient seats to 
make Q723 into a 51 seater.  We made an inward seat for 4 for the offside position 
immediately behind the cab and covering the offside front wheelarch.  There was a 
five-seat bench at the back of the body, ahead of a shelf about 18ins deep above the 
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engine, and 21 two-passenger seats, 10 at the offside and 11 at the nearside.  A 
luggage pen was fitted over the nearside front wheel.  All the seats were re-trimmed 
in the standard OK Holdsworth red/orange moquette, new fillings having been 
provided as necessary.
 The mechanical layout of Q723 was delightfully simple and the engine, 
because of its upright layout, was very accessible, in fact, there was a large door at 
the rear nearside of the body through which it was possible to walk into the engine 
bay alongside the nearside chassis frame and the engine itself.  Apart from the engine 
and gearbox position, the remainder of the chassis was very similar to a standard 
late-type underfloor-engined Tiger and its riding qualities were excellent thanks 
to each axle having four air-bags and deep shock-absorbers.  It is a pity that producers 
of modern super-lowfloor buses haven’t yet found a way to compensate for the 
extremely cramped conditions that suspension components of such vehicles have to 
work in and produce vehicles that don’t ride like coal carts!
 After being painted into OK standard livery of two reds and cream, with the 
division between light red and cream some distance below the windows in an attempt 
to disguise the vehicle’s rather high-sided appearance, Q723 was taken for Tilt Test 
at Plaxton’s Eastfield, Scarborough, works and then given a Certificate of Initial 
Fitness.  The bus eventually entered service in January 1995 from our depot at 
Peterlee.  It was usually operated on service 160, between Sunderland, Herrington 
Burn, Fencehouses and New Lambton.
 I enclose some pictures of Q723 GHG. The photo on page 21 of Torque No.44 
shows the bus in the condition in which we bought the vehicle, then one at 
Scarborough for the tilt test and, finally, at the Bus Turning Circle at New Lambton, 
near Fencehouses, Houghton-le-Spring, in the company of a new Alexander bodied 
mini-bus operating service 177, between Houghton-le-Spring, Fencehouse, Lambton, 
Bournmoor and Chester-le-Street. 
  If you have any further query about this interesting vehicle, or, indeed, about 
any other OK vehicle, please do not hesitate to contact me.
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Spurrier Family – Emails from/to Nick Spurrier, Folkestone
(These emails may be of interest to readers so they are repeated here as they took place)
 I am involved in writing a family History.   My great Grandfather was Henry 
I, and my Grandfather was Arthur Spurrier, brother of Henry II.  I have an interest in 
the early business history of Leyland Motors and would very interested if you know 
the location of any early company records, of early issues of the Leyland Journal 
and other documents. I would also be interested in anything you may know about 
my grandfather, both on a personal level and concerning his role in the firm. My 
brother Roderick has recently spoken to somebody at Crich (the Editor!) who may 
have some information. I would be grateful if you could put me in touch with this 
person.  (Reply - Arthur Spurrier was a clergyman originally but left the cloth to look after 
the London operation of Leyland Motors.   It is believed that he was involved at least well 
into the 1920s. There are share registers and early Board minutes at the British Commercial 
Vehicle Museum at Leyland and these mention Arthur Spurrier several times.)

    Thank you very much for that information. I unfortunately have no early 
material. I contacted my cousin Nicholas at Marston Hall, where Henry I lived for 
a time, and then Jack Spurrier – Arthur Spurrier’s brother,  but they cleared out a 
lot of papers so anything that was there has gone. I found some annual reports from 
the 1920s in the Record Office at Coventry but they did not say much. So I am very 
pleased about the board minutes at the British Commercial Vehicle Museum and shall 
be going up to see them very soon. Attached is an image of early share certificate, I 
do not know if you have seen this. We had several but they have been lost. It is good 
that my brother, Roderick, took a copy of the one he had. With many thanks.
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From Jasper Pettie, by email
 The picture of the restored Bull on page 6 of Torque No.44 tugged the old 
memory strings with the Stirlingshire registration and I remembered that I had a 
small collection of shots taken by an unknown photographer at the Kirkcaldy Links 
Fair in 1961. He caught WG1567 which I’ve attached the photo –  it seems to sport a 
more modern cab and I vaguely remember someone in the West Lothian area owning 
it in the 1970s, in a derelict condition. It would be nice to know more of its history.

 I’ve also attached another shot taken at the same time, of Octopus, KYE 131, 
passing the W Alexander & Sons, Kirkcaldy offices on its left. Please feel free to use 
them both if you wish. Leyland Torque keeps going from strength to strength!
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Leyland F.E.3 Fire Engine – From John C.Thompson, Doncaster
This appears to be a 1927 
Leyland F.E.3 (looks 
a very long bonnet, so 
could be a  6cyl engine 
?), Braidwood bodied 
Pump, supplied to 
Rochdale Corporation 
and registered  DK26. 
It was named “Rodley” 
and is seen here in the 
Summer of 1934 after 
being converted from 
solid tyres, do we have 
any further information 
on it please?    

(Yes, this is a well known picture of Rochdale Borough FB, No.2, an F.E.3 (chassis 11789) 
with 80hp, 6 cyl. engine, new 3/27. Rochdale also had an earlier F.E.3, their No.1, DK 23 
(chassis 11674), new 12/22. This shows just how few registrations Rodhdale got through 
for Heavy Motor Cars in the 4¼ intervening years!   DK 23  was unfortunate enough to 
get too close to a fire in November 1923, after which it was returned to Leyland Motors for 
repair. It looks as though the steering column and wheel were damaged and replaced to get 
the machine back to Chorley, judging by the bent steering column and quadrant, also the 
steering wheel, resting against the rear of the vehicle –  Ed.)

(BCVMT,  L002431)
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PS - How is progress 
on the Leyland Fire 
Engine Book (early 
appliances) coming 
on, do we have a 
publication date 
yet?  (Unfortunately 
not yet John. We need 
to publish the later 
Part III first and 
this has been started 
but is on hold due to 
family commitments. 
No.1, the early part, 
will follow after that. 
The difficulty is that 
there are only a few of us doing all the work in producing these and, much as we would like 
to produce many more, there are only so many hours in the day! – Ed.)
 Finally, attached is a photo taken in St Lucia in February this year of a Leyland 
Freighter still going strong, together with an apparently very relevant registration 
number!
Liverpool Titanics – from M G Elliott       
 Liverpool Corporation received a pair of Titanics on loan in May 1931, 
registered KF 5022/3, chassis nos.65034/3 in the experimental series. Unusually for 
vehicles on loan they were fitted with Liverpool Corporation B37R bodies. They 
were purchased in August 1932 for £1,095 each less the 4d per mile hiring charge, 
to date about £360 was payable for each chassis.
 KF 5022 was withdrawn in 1940 and passed to the Auxiliary Fire Service as 
mention by Simon Ryan in Torque No.44. It passed to the Ministry of Supply by 
October 1944 and was not traced further.
 KF 5023 was withdrawn during 1937 and possibly used by the Education 
Department as a school ambulance for special needs children?  In November 1941 
it was converted to a mobile canteen and used as such until February 1945 when 
it was replaced by a Bedford OXC articulated bus. It then passed to MacShanes 
Commercial Motors (dealer), Liverpool April 1946, and was not traced further. I 
have not come across any photographs of these buses. (Unfortunately nobody has 
– YET! – Ed.)

Rear Engined Lions – From Roger Bailey, by email
          I so enjoyed the article in Journal No.11 on the Lion, I didn’t know anything 
about it. A good read.  I note the artists drawings on page 39, one of which interested 
me being at the bottom of the page, the Ghia design?   There was of course at least 
one real vehicle with such a body, probably on a Royal Tiger/Worldmaster, I don’t 
really know. Later, Matchbox made a model version of it which you can easily find 
at toy fairs today. It has now started me off researching the body design! 
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Leylands in Malta – from David Corns, Preston
 I am pleased to shed a little light on both vehicles shown on page 42 of 
Torque No.44, from my days in UK and Overseas Sales.
 One vehicle is a Constructor 8, launched in the early 1980s, initially for the 
home market. The truck in the picture would be plated at 30 tonnes GVW, rising to 
32 tonnes with later legislation. Engine options were Leyland TL11, Rolls and 
Cummins, with horse powers ranging initially from 210-250 BHP rising to 300 later. 
Leyland were market leaders in the 8 wheeler tipper and haulage market in the ‘70s 
and early ‘80s. Unfortunately, with legislation allowing increased GVW and the 
need for bigger engines, there were reliability problems with the Constructor’s rear 
axles, differentials and ‘U’ bolts breaking. Leyland’s dominance was over, replaced 
by Volvo in this key market.
 The second picture shows the Landtrain built specifically for the overseas 
market, hence the kangaroo or hippo guards at the front. I was involved with the 
sales of Landtrains in Africa and Saudi Arabia. The truck in the picture would have 
had a Cummins 290 and could have possibly started off as a 6x4 tractor unit with a 
long wheelbase (40/44 tonnes GCW) but used as a rigid in Malta with the mounting 
of a medium size cement mixer pod. I believe the Landtrains were built at Scammell, 
but I may be wrong. It was a very rugged truck designed for exceptionally rough 
terrain, extreme climatic conditions and prone to excessive overloading. Malta and 
Cyprus were popular outlets for Leyland’s used trucks and buses.

Leylands in Malta  –  Further information from Gary Dwyer
 The first picture, CAG 162, is of a Leyland Landtrain 30.29 (30 tonnes gross 
weight, 290 horsepower).  Designed and built for export markets, fitted with either 
the Leyland TL12 or Cummins E290 engines. The Leyland G cab from the Bathgate 
range was fitted (with the addition of a bonnet) along with Rockwell axles and a 
Fuller gearbox.  I have a photo of one under construction from a trip to Malta a few 
years ago - I wonder if it is the same one?  
 The second picture is of a Leyland Constructor which looks to be a genuine 
one judging by the wheelbase and axle spacing - it is often difficult to tell in Malta 
as they rebuild everything many times!   There are no model badges on the side of 
the cab so it is difficult to determine which engine variant it is, but it is probably 
Leyland TL11 or Rolls Royce Eagle powered, as the Cummins L10 engines were 
often in demand for export markets from the UK, so those vehicles got ‘the 
chop’.
 It is interesting to see that the Maltese are proud to put British Leyland or the 
L symbol just about anywhere there is space on a vehicle - unlike in the UK!   Malta 
is a good environment for the steel cabs but the rust that was in them from the UK 
eventually gets them.  However, the Maltese are industrious and often things are 
totally rebuilt and go on again - the only problem seems to be spare parts but they 
just park up old vehicles so there are plenty to go round at the moment, but I dare say 
that the EU will put a stop to that soon!
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Axle ratios  –  From Alan Townsin, Steventon
(Several letters have been received on this subject but Alan Townsin’s letter comprehensively 
summarises most of the points raised. This therefore, needs to be the last word on the 
subject!  –  Ed.)
 When does “high” actually mean “low”?!  -   Robin Hannay’s topic in Torque 
No.43, on the meaning of a ‘high’ ratio is a great source of confusion and controversy. 
Clearly “6” is numerically greater than “5”, but in considering gear or axle ratios, 
the effect on the behaviour of the vehicle works in the opposite sense. Surely, it 
is normal for learner drivers to be taught to start in bottom gear as an alternative 
name for first gear (which Robin would evidently have us describe as a high ratio) 
and thereafter to change up, eventually changing into top gear. When approaching a 
steep down gradient, one sees roadside warnings to “engage low gear” or part-way 
down to “keep in low gear”. 
 If six rather than five turns of the prop shaft are needed to cause the road 
wheels to turn once, we are, in effect, considering a fraction in which “6” has 
replaced “5” as the figure by which “1” has to be divided, making the answer (and 
the consequent speed of the vehicle) lower. My way out of this is to refer to a vehicle 
being low-geared or high-geared. There are analogies with animals or other forms 
of powered vehicle which seem relevant. It struck me the other day that a camel is 
very high-geared, covering a long stride with every step it takes, and very logical as 
a means of traversing ground with little or no natural food for it on the way. 

Here is a picture taken by the Leyland Depot staff in India in the mid 1930s, to demonstrate 
the alternative methods of transport there. It depicts a late1932 Leyland Bull rigid (7.15:1 
ratio) about to be overtaken by a Leyland Camel artic (or is it a later Dromedary?),  higher 
geared at a ratio of 4:1, and with decidedly dodgy wheel bearings!   Sorry, but I just couldn’t 
resist that!  – Ed.    (Photo from the BCVMT archive, no.L018312)
 A steam railway locomotive’s behaviour depends on the diameter of its 
driving wheels. A goods loco had small wheels and it thus covered only a short 
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distance for each time they turned, whereas an express passenger type would have 
larger wheels, thus respectively being low-geared or high-geared in this sense. 
 How would Robin have us describe an overdrive ratio?  It is also significant that 
Foden’s then new twelve-speed truck gearbox of 1952 was described as combining 
a conventional main four-speed unit with an epicyclic unit giving “overspeed, direct 
or low range”, and it is not uncommon to find a ratio being described as “super-low”. 
On American cars with automatic gearboxes, it is not uncommon to find among the 
control lever positions “Lo” or “Hi” and here again, these terms relate roughly to 
indirect or top-gear equivalents. I rest my case.

Lions in Iran, etc  –  Paul Creighton Colchester
 I am a very satisfied member of the Leyland Society, who  always thoroughly 
enjoys receiving the latest copy of Journal and Torque and is always delighted by the 
wealth of fascinating articles contained therein. I am writing to you on this occasion 
as a response to the article in Journal No.11 on Post-War Leyland Lions, and to ask 
a question which I have wanted to ask for some time. I’m afraid that I can’t add 
very much, but I hope that what I recall is of some interest. The article has certainly 
provided a completely unexpected (to me, anyway) answer to a little mystery. 
 I visited Isfahan (and Shiraz) in Dec 1997 –  Jan 1998. On my second day 
in Isfahan I found a vehicle which appeared to be an Iranational-Mercedes-Benz 
O302 which displayed a Leyland Lion badge on the front. At the time, I thought 
that I knew that all buses that looked like Mercedes-Benz O302s were integral 
vehicles with Mercedes-Benz running units. I did not have the opportunity to hear 
the vehicle running, and therefore assumed that the badge had been added by the 
driver as decoration, not an unusual occurrence in Iran. I idly wondered where it had 
come from, and assumed that it had started life on a Leyland Lion of the pre-war 
four-cylinder variety. Not having actually seen a pre-war Lion at the time, I hadn’t 
realised that they had carried a completely different style of badge. My certainty 
about all vehicles that look like O302s being integral was destroyed the next day 
when I discovered another pair of them, but this time with GMC badges on the 
front. When these two started up and moved off, I was left in no doubt that they had 
gasoline V-8 power; one of the pair, not fully warmed-up by the time it reached the 
first road junction, even managed a couple of impressive backfires!  Obviously, the 
O302 body, or at least, the front and rear end thereof, was used in Iran in much the 
same way as it has been in Greece; as a virtually indestructible body to be fitted to 
any chassis that is to hand and needs seats and a roof. I was familiar enough with 
the standard Iranational version, because at the time I was regularly travelling home 
from high school on an Iranational O302. I was quite impressed by it, and it was 
certainly vastly more comfortable than the Ruby-bodied Tata 1113 which took me 
to school in the morning. After seeing the two GMC-badged vehicles, at least one 
of which was operating a local service in the City area, I went to see if I could see 
the Leyland-badged one again, but it was no longer parked in the side road where 
I had seen it previously, and I never saw it again. The vehicle could have been the 
one illustrated at the bottom of page 43, but I cannot be sure. I remember that it 
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carried a, by local standards, at least, well-appointed coach body, which was no 
longer in showroom condition. I’m pretty sure that it didn’t have a front-mounted 
radiator: that would have caused me, even then, to “smell a rat”. I recall that it was 
in a fairly jazzy livery, quite unlike those shown in the photographs in the Journal, 
and the sombre navy blue with a white roof applied to the two GMCs and quite a lot 
of the other City service buses. I can’t recall the colours for certain, but I think that 
it may have been red and silver or red and pale green. It was sign-written in Farsi. 
I did wonder what I had actually seen, but was fairly certain that my original idea 
that it was an Iranational-Mercedes-Benz with a bit of extra decoration had been the 
correct one – until now!  I do not recall seeing any vehicles carrying the Magirus-
Deutz style of body at all. Whilst the majority of the buses seen were, outwardly, 
at least, Iranational-Mercedes-Benz, I do, however, remember a substantial number 
of buses of approximately eleven metre length with very short front, and very long 
rear, overhangs, doors behind the front and rear axles and rear-mounted oil engines; 
I never managed to establish by whom they were made, because they did not seem 
to carry any badges in Roman script. There were also some conventional (normal 
control) Chevrolet and GMC buses and some Ikarus coaches.
          In February 1994  I visited Brugge. Whilst there, I saw quite a number of 
Leyland buses, as I had previously in southern Belgium. Most were of the Worldmaster 
persuasion, and carried the badges to prove it. However, I also encountered two 
examples of the Leyland LFRE T. These were as follows  –  Chassis No. 8003157 
with Jonckheere TransCity body (no.18706) and registration  FFF 644 of BVBA van 
Hoorebeke & Zoon, Maldegam in orange & cream livery, with national fleet 
no.267118, and, Chassis No.8003151 with Jonckheere TransCity body and 
registration  BVX 530 of Autobus Verleyen, Inglemunster in de Lijn livery, with 
national fleet no.370114. I have been unable to find any reference to model LFRE T 
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in Doug Jack’s The Leyland Bus or anywhere else. Please can anyone tell me what 
the chassis was called, what the specification was, how many of them were 
constructed, and where they operated besides Belgium. 
 May I close by thanking you for your editorship of the Leyland Society’s 
superb publications, and your ongoing rescue of ancient Leyland buses, from which 
we all so richly benefit.

Turkish Rear Engined Lion – From Hugh Soper, by email 
          I think you are mistaken in assuming that Ticaret is a name.   It is in fact the 
Turkish for “trade” as in “Trotters Independent Traders”!   - or perhaps more usually 
Co. Ltd  in this country.   The letters KH may or may not be someone’s initials or an 

abbreviation of the firm’s name. Sorry I can’t help with Lanesi.   Turkish uses many 
endings but there is no route word Lan in Turkish.   It may indeed be a name as you 

suspect, but I can’t find it either. Hope this helps a little.

Unusual Cub  –  From Peter Greaves                                       
 As I was finalising the photo index I sorted out some more details on the 
Cub shown on page 47 of Torque No.44. HD 6040 was a model SKP2 chassis  
5894, with Massey(C954) C20F body, new 6/36 as No.384 in the Yorkshire Woollen 
District fleet. (Note – Peter has prepared an index of all PSV photos in Torque and the 
Journal, right from the beginning – a very useful point of reference, and he has made this 
available for our use. It would be very useful in someone else could do the same for the 
lorries – any takers ??? – Ed.)

ERRATA 
Journal No.11  –  Lions in Israel, page 41 –  it was the front badge that may have been 
an Atlantean badge, not the rear, the latter clearly being a Royal Tiger Worldmaster 
badge. In the Hants & Sussex article, the Guy Arab (page 4) was EHO 586 and, on 
page 8 the location was Midhurst, rather than Emsworth.

Air Brake and associated components  –  Our company Fleet Parts Ltd. are a 
remanufacturer of Air Brake and associated components for Commercial Vehicles’ 
and PSV’s. We have been in business since 1976. The reason for my e-mail, is that 
we still hold quite a bit of Old Core for Leyland National Buses (as well as other 
Leyland vehicles). I am aware that some of the Braking parts are now obsolete, like 
the Compressors etc. We still carry Spares for these components, and would like 
to make you aware that we are able to offer Fleet Parts Factory Remanufactured 
products for the Leyland Nationals, should it be of interest to you. Best regards,  
Derek Rothwell    www.fleetparts.co.uk
This advert has been repeated as it is a very worthwhile project and the Tiger 
should be saved
1930 Leyland Tiger TS2  -  New to East Yorkshire Motor Services of Hull, fitted 
with rare Ransomes of Ipswich body, reg. RH 206 (on V5C). Fully reconditioned 
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chassis, new springs, re-con hubs, etc. Fully re-conditioned six cyl. petrol engine to 
original specification, new tyres, with spare set. Professionally rebuilt body frame 
to original specification, new radiator. This bus is over 50% restored and needs 
panelling etc to finish. Asking price £9,500?. Part exchanged welcomed. Contact 
Carl Ireland, Hull on 07836 755325.

COVER PICTURES

Front Cover
 Leyland Titan TD1, TE9520, chassis no. 70700 was built in October 1929 
as a demonstrator for Leyland Motors with Leyland “Titan” L24/24R body. Its 
demonstration life came to an end in April 1932 when it was sold to Barton Transport 
Ltd, Chilwell, nr. Nottingham, where it became No.148 in their fleet. It lasted in 
this form until November 1941 when it received a new front entrance lowbridge 
body by Duple. In September 1949 it was withdrawn and subsequently lengthened 
and rebuilt, to emerge as a Barton BTS/1, 43-seater, dual purpose single decker, 
with body built in Bartons own workshops, in May 1951. For this new lease of life 
it was fitted with a Leyland 8.6 oil engine and it ran for another 12 years before 
being sold to Hopewell Hall Boys School, Risley in January 1964, for further service 
– approximately 35 years – not a bad service life for a Leyland chassis!   The single 
decker on the left, VO 9463, was a Leyland Lion LT5 of 1933 with Leyland 35-seater 
body. Note the oval PSV licence plate on the rear.                         (BCVMT L015954)

Back Cover
 Question – how many soldiers can you get on a telegraph pole?    Answer 
– 14!   Telephone tapping on a massive scale!   In the background is a Leyland, 
War Office Subsidy Class A, Type 5000, built between 1916 and 1918, later more 
generally called the RAF type. The location is Bourne, Lincs, the caption of the 
original photograph reading “Leyland men for hauling up telegraph poles after the 
great storm”,  June 1920.                                                            (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its 
officers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention 
any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. 
Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed to 
enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society gives 
notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque dispatch 
information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is not divulged 
to any outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with additional help from 
Neil Steele, Ron Phillips and Gary Dwyer. Distribution by Alexandra Phillips. It was printed by 
Proco Print, Sheffield. Items for inclusion in the Winter 2009 issue should be sent to the Editor by 
20th October 2009, please.

LEYLAND TORQUE

THE CITY OF LEICESTER FIRE BRIGADE

The City of Leicester Fire Brigade ordered their new Leyland FT3A in August 1939, 
it was delivered in December of that year  registered DBC 502 (chassis no. 100393).  
This FT3A had bodywork to General Drawing No.199383 and was the only FT3A to 
be bodied to this design. The above view clearly shows the controls, gauges and the 
four deliveries and large suction inlet of the 1,000 gallon per minute Gywnne pump 
this was finished in chrome. The rear ladder gantry is shown in the ‘up’ position so 
that a 35ft or 40ft ladder can be carried, this rear gantry could be folded out of the 
way to allow a 50ft wheeled escape to be fitted. The whole machine was finished in 
fire engine red and lined and lettered in silver with either dark blue or black relief. 

(BCVMT L024656)
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